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This is the best institute of my time and still is.  

More practical things can be added 

Inculcate more practical knowledge in students than theory 

A very good course structure. Very helpful 

Keep up the good standard 

Excellent college  

Continue the good work. 

Restore the quality of learning experiences of the young minds by ensuring that the current 
faculty role models in discipline primarily and then the latest trends in the particular subject 
matter. It is important that the revision of syllabus is done contentiously with the moto of 
improving quality of living of the students.  

Everything is good in this college and has good academic standards. 

The college is doing so well. The only way is to move ahead. which it is already doing. Maybe 
more involvement in sports . 

Of course not , St Joseph's is doing a great job in preparing the women to the open wold . 

Maintain the standards 

Keep up the good performance which is being maintained from the start 

For your best ... select the best ... SJC is the best  

Great college with motivational atmosphere and understanding and encouraging staff  

Proud to be a Josephine  

St. Joseph's college had been a wonderful place to learn and explore. 

The college is doing great, it made me who i am today! 

Exposure to more creative activities 

It's a college I would recommend any girl to join. 

Infrastructure development 

No suggestion  

None 

The college can offer more courses suitable to the present times. 

it will be helpful if the college will bring more and good campus placement oppurtunities 

The students need more practical exposure 

Excellent place to enhance our knowledge. We feel blessed to have such college in every 
aspect. Our college is like an all in one set for a student to develop one self. 

Keep up the great work! Proud to be an Alumuni! 

Field trips should be more for sciece students 

More practical business coursework  

More courses on Technology would benefit the students. 

It would be better if internships and campus drives be conducted for Bio students too.  

Everything is good.  

This course has helped me in overcoming my stage fear and has enhanced my knowledge in 
the psychological field and also in the journalism field. 

Excellent college which provides right curriculum with committed faculty, targeting students 
liberty in learning and wholisticLly developing 

Include outdoor activities, visits to organisations etc 



Keep continuing your great work 

Increasing field vists as per subject requirements  

A better placement and employability facilities for the students will be appreciated.  

Excellent  

More interaction with the industry is necessary . This suggestion is based on the college 
activity when I was a student during 1986-1991 

The course can be practical rather than theoretical 

Orientation towards media based professions must be inculcated among students 

No suggestions, one of the best educational platforms. 

Excellent  

I am very with my college 

As many students said that it's very difficult to travel so that please try to provide College bus 
for intermediate students  

Should bring more campus drives 

Cluster Options should be widened...For example, Commerce cluster can be introduced. 

Ph.D. to be included  

Best college ever !! It indeed helped my growth both professionally and personally. 

It could be a university 

It is always a privilege to be called as a Josephine. 

This college is a lovely place to grow and learn. The teachers are very helpful and dedicated to 
their work. I hv personally grown as a person during my college days.  

This institution was committed towards excellence no other words to keep. All the best 

Excellent 

Could be the university  

More industrial visits could be added to the curriculum for better practical knowledge.. 

As per my view everything is well structured and good  

Visakhapatnam  

All good 

I'm very Happy and proud to be a part of the system. 

Best college i have ever seen 

Good 

More concentration on employability skills development  

                    Its a Quality School with tradition of excellence and pride.                     

Should start more courses for post graduation  

Research oriented courses should be implemented  

Revisit the founding vision and make the college relevant to address the situation of women 
today 



Continue the great work 

Would be glad if our college introduced Bachelor in Fine arts too  

Excellent college. Highly committed faculty and management  

Maybe the college can plan more programs to project itself and the good work done by the 
institute be recognized. 

More virtual classrooms  

The institution can also look into inculcating research orientation to young girls at the 
graduation level by starting a Dept. of Research.  

College and faculty that shaped my life  

More awareness about the course to the public. During my time at SJC people thought HSC is 
all about cooking.  

Career counseling cells can be introduced.  

Increase canteen food 

Great place to be. Gave me the best future. 

Very nice college and staff 

More staff in arts departments could be recruited 

Develop courses that are related to innovation and technology  

Everything is fine 

St Joseph's is an amazing College for education. Must Join! 

Thank SJC for leading me to a great path... 

The college needs to get more campus placements especially because there are not many 
colleges that deliver this promise  

I have no suggestions but my college lead me to a life that made me happy 

Improvement in a college atmosphere  

Focus on more practical & skill development  

It is the best already 

internship 

keep up the good work 

Everything is Perfect 

The curriculum might have developed in this one year, but keeping it to the curriculum in the 
years that I studied in BBA, an increase of focus on practical knowledge than it has would be 
useful for the students for insights.  

New methods of teaching and educational tours should be implemented  

Best women's college in India 

Provide employment. 

Increase faculty and staff in the department  

Best institution for value education and overall development of students 

The usage of visual aids in the classroom would help improve.  

The best and finest educational institute  

The Course needs to be reviewed to add more Research Paper Submissions  



The best college which gave us overall growth in education and channelled us to success 

Journalism & Mass Communication subject could be better. 

The college is always oriented towards the welfare of the students. 

The course structure has undergone tremendous changes to adapt to the needs of the times. 
Hope this trend prevails and they recruit dedicated staff to continue to serve society as they 
have always been doing. 

There should be a books club in the Masters or in the PG department 

Hostel accommodation can be increased 

No suggestions. A great experience for me. 

The canteen, gym and hostel facilities must be improved 

Can improve the number of courses and placements 

I am glad to be a Josephine.  

Fantastic team and a wonderful place to learn and grow  

A serious project or Thesis should be made compulsory for the degree courses since higher 
education in other countries and institutions give primary importance to the thesis during a 
bachelor's degree. 

SJC has always done great!  

Several seats can be increased for each group for good admissions in the future and entrance 
exams also be held 

They should have experts and college fairs fir further studies. 

I don’t think any suggestions are required 

Can the course can be more practical-oriented 

St. Joseph’s is in its best state right now if there's something that has to be improved I would 
say that it would be nice if the management could conduct a campus drive. 

It's a great holistic educational institution.  

St. Joseph College helps the students in all the ways possible.no suggestions 

It would be better if the student-teacher relationship is more flexible.  

Should provide more companies in Campus drives  

Everything is fine  

awesome  

As of now, our college is perfect in every aspect.  

College timing to be reduced and need faculties  

As a suggestion, I think the college should teach/train it's students in professional academic 
writing. For example, writing for papers, thesis, and so on. 

Can upgrade the college with more effective facilities and even more campus drives are 
needed 



St. Joseph's always stands for it's name. Proud to be a Josephine 

ICT enabled infrastructure to be increased 

St Joseph College has helped us to make our own career 

SJC provides a perfect environment that builds strong foundations and enhances the learning 
experience! 

This is the best place to learn and grow.. No suggestions required 

The course structure was amazing and helpful throughout my life at all levels 

Please make timings, events, and curriculum flexible for all courses and in tandem with the 
industry. Make 2 internships compulsory, one after 1st year and another after 3rd year. 
Arrange more industrial visits as well.  

It's a great institution which brings out the confidence in you 

It is a good college. 

Because of this institution, students like me who came from rural areas succeeded in life 
continued the good work of all the staff 

 


